Easy Clean Belt and Castelfrigo

Testimonial

“In Castelfrigo food safety is extremely important”

Thus it is absolutely crucial that the new belt developed by Ammeraal Beltech Modular, the uni ECB (Easy Clean Belt) used in our cutting lines, contributes in every way to keeping Castelfrigo as one of the leaders in terms of food safety. The very name, ECBw, is perfectly significant for the features of this new belt.

Belt choice has been taken in close co-operation with Ammeraal Beltech Modular and it fully meets our expectations.

With uni ECB we are able to solve well-known problems and have most standard market requirements fulfilled. The unique belt surface has a design securing that no foreign objects are transferred from the belt to the meat during cutting. This is a must for both hygiene and food safety issues.

Furthermore, the belt cleanability is exceptional as, thanks to SingleLink® concept, we avoid remains of meat being caught between the links after clearing. The belt has a special pin-less system, the SnapLink® concept, so that is extremely easy to clean because of the absence of pin hole that is traditionally a trap of bacteria. Moreover, it is easy to disassemble without using tools in connection with maintenance.

The uni ECB belt is already a success and we would like to strongly recommend this belt to others also wishing to bring high food safety into focus.
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